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2 Project Summary
The Future-Proofing project has worked with a simple toolkit of services and software that can plug
into a network drive and create preservation copies of core business documents that require
permanent preservation. It is a simple intervention which makes use of open source migration and
validation tools. Our case study sought to demonstrate the viability of this approach.
The project has worked on a small test corpus of common Institutional digital records, performed
preservation transformations on them and conducted systematic evaluation to ensure that the
conversions worked, that the finished documents render correctly, that sufficient metadata been
generated for preservation purposes, and that it can feasibly be extracted and stored in a database;
and that the results are satisfactory and fit for purpose.
The results show that is it possible to build a low-cost, practical solution that addresses immediate
preservation problems, makes use of available open source tools, and requires minimal IT support.
We think the results of the case study can feasibly be used by other Institutions facing similar
difficulties, and scaled up to apply to the preservation of other and more complex digital objects. It will
enable non-specialist information professionals to perform certain preservation and information
management tasks with a minimum of preservation-specific theoretical knowledge.
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3 Main Body of Report
3.1 Aims of the project
The Future-Proofing Project set out to prove we could create preservation copies of digital records,
that is to say core business documents that require permanent preservation in an Institution. We
wanted to use open source tools that required little or no learning curve, and little direct support from
IT. We wanted to enable the Records Manager to prove he could become self-sufficient, capable of
creating preservable record entities using these tools with minimal supervision, while at the same time
gaining some records management benefits from the process.
Ed Pinsent (the digital archivist) aimed to examine the processes and outputs from these open source
tools and see if they broadly conformed to his understanding of behaviours that we would expect from
file formats, characterisation tools and transformation processes in a digital preservation context. We
used existing literature and best practice guidelines to examine these aspects of the project.
Kit Good (the Records Manager) was interested in the viability of using a managed drive for storage
and management of digital objects, within a records management context. This nascent "Electronic
Records Store" environment ties in with his long-term plans for improving information management
within the Institution. The outcomes of this modest Future-Proofing project should be seen as one
step on that journey, one which will ultimately reap business benefits and costs savings for the
Institution.
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3.2 Project Outputs and Outcomes
Output / Outcome Type
(e.g. report, publication, software,
knowledge built)
Project updates and knowledge
base
Testbed environment
Evaluation criteria

Evaluation reports

Report
Report
Report
Report
Preservation copies of records

Characterisation outputs
Metadata outputs

Brief Description and URLs (where applicable)

Wordpress blog at http://11kitbid.jiscinvolve.org/wp/
Sandpit for testing tools, including the production of Xena
objects, and observations on their behaviour
Document identifying the significant properties of the file
formats in scope, and expectations on how the finished
transformations must behave and render
Characterisation of objects and the extraction of technical
metadata from them, using JHOVE, DROID and the Metadata
Extraction Tool
An examination of descriptive metadata
An examination of significant properties
An examination of how Emails behave using Xena
Records management and preservation workflows
A managed collection of "preservation copies", that is electronic
records that are deemed in a fit state for preservation,
converted and validated using standards-compliant open
source tools
Reports on digital objects using characterisation tools
Technical and descriptive metadata extracted from digital
objects

3.2.1 Xena objects
The project created Xena objects for normalisations of each of our principal records types –
documents, spreadsheets, PowerPoint, PDFs, images and emails.
We regard the normalised Xena objects we created as Archival Information Packages (AIPs). The
data is encoded in a file format whose extension is .xena and which is identified by Windows as a
‘Xena preserved digital object’ type.
When we click on one of these it launches the Xena Viewer application. This gives an initial view of
the AIP in the default NAA Package View. This is very useful as it gives a quick visual on how well the
conversion / normalisation has worked. The Viewer is particularly strong on rendering documents and
common image formats.
The AIP is an XML wrapper which contains the transformed object, and the metadata about it. This
conforms with the preservation model as proposed by the Library of Congress Metadata Encoding
1
and Transmission Standard , which suggests that building an XML profile like this is the best way to
make a preserved object self-describing over time.
The main components of a Xena AIP are (A) technical metadata about the wrapper and the
conversion process, some of which is expressed as Dublin Core-compliant metadata, and some of
which conforms to an XML namespace defined by the NAA; (B) a string of code that is the
transformed file; and (C) a checksum.
The Xena Viewer offers three ways of seeing the package:
1

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/
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1) The default NAA Package view. For documents, this shows the representation of the transformed
object in a large window. Underneath that window is a smaller scrolling window which displays the
transformation metadata. Underneath this is an even smaller window displaying the package
signature checksum.

2) The Raw XML view. In this view we can see the entire package as a stream of XML code. This
makes clear the use of XML namespaces and Dublin Core elements for the metadata.
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3) The XML Tree View. This makes clear the way the AIP is structured as a package of content and
metadata.
The default view changes slightly depending on object type:






For documents, the viewer window shows the OO representation in a manner that keeps some of
the basic formatting intact. To be precise, it’s a MIME-compliant representation of the OO
document.
For images, the viewer shows a Base 64 rendering of an image file.
For PDF documents, the viewer integrates a set of Adobe Reader-like functions – search, zoom,
properties, page navigation etc. This seems to be done by a JPedal Library GUI.
For Spreadsheets and Powerpoint files, the viewer doesn’t show anything in the big window, but
we’ll get to this when we follow the “Show in OpenOffice” option.
For emails, the Xena Viewer has a unique view that not only displays the message content, but
also the email header, and any attachments, both in separate windows.

As an Archival Information Package in OAIS terms, we found that a Xena object is clearly compliant
and eminently suitable for preservation purposes.

3.2.2 Technical metadata extraction
We extracted technical metadata from our test corpus of common office documents. Within that
corpus, there was a small range of versions of MS Office, PDFs, images and email (12 distinct file
formats in all). Appendix 1 is a set of comparative tables detailing in full what was extracted from each
of these formats using DROID, JHOVE and the Metadata Extraction Tool.
A summary table of the required results looks like this:
Element
objectIdentifierValue

Available?
Y

Which tools?
X

objectCategory

Y

D

size
formatName
formatVersion
CreatingApplicationName

Y
Y
Y
N

D, J, M
D, J, M
D, J, M

Notes
UID for each
object
file, representation
or bitstream

Extract from
original file
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CreatingApplicationVersion

N

MessageDigestAlgorithm
MessageDigest

Y
Y

Extract from
original file
D, X
D, X

Column 1 is our "bare minimum" set of technical metadata we would need to keep the objects
preservable. In column 3, D = DROID, X = Xena, J = Jhove and M = Metadata Extraction Tool.
All our requirements were met, apart from the name and version of the creating application. This was
one of the biggest surprises we found when using these characterisation tools, as it seems like this
should be one of the easiest things to identify. To meet these requirements, our process would have
to develop a means of extracting these from the profiles of the original SIPs, or from the information
environment in which they were created. However, given the widespread use of MS Office in the UoL
environment, this is not an insurmountable problem.
As to the effectiveness of the tools for this task:




DROID provides the most helpful and consistent technical metadata for the largest number of
objects.
JHOVE works very well and gives more technical metadata, but only for a limited range of file
formats. More importantly it defaults to reporting “application/octet-stream” for the mimetype of a
format it doesn’t recognise, which unfortunately includes all Microsoft Office products.
The performance of the Metadata Extraction Tool has been strong in some areas, disappointing
in others, particularly in the way that it incorrectly identifies Microsoft Office Open files as Open
Office formats, and sometimes struggles with recognising and identifying versions with any
accuracy.

3.2.3 Descriptive metadata and conversion
In OAIS terms, the Xena digital object is our Archival Information Package (AIP). This is the object
that would be stored and preserved in UoL’s archival storage system (if one existed).
For the purposes of this project, the records manager needs to be assured we can render and deliver
a readable, authentic version of the record from the Xena object. In OAIS terms, this could be seen as
a Dissemination Information Package (DIP) derived from an AIP. Among other things, the DIP
package ought to include sufficient descriptive metadata.
The project defined a minimal set of what we would need for records management purposes (names,
dates for authenticity) and for information retrieval, and criteria for assessing overall success of the
transformations – such as legibility, presentation, look and feel, and basic functionality. This is part of
our acceptance / evaluation criteria (see Appendix 2).
For most of the examples in our corpus, we performed standard Xena normalisations, which can
produce a DIP by the following methods:




Export the AIP to its nearest Open Office equivalent
Export the AIP to its native format
Export the AIP to a format of our choice (an option we haven’t tried as yet)

3.2.3.1 Documents, spreadsheets and powerpoints
For these MS Office documents, Xena normalises by converting them to their nearest Open Office
equivalent. We can view this Open Office version via the Xena Viewer simply by clicking on Show in
OpenOffice.org.
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In the case of a sample normalised docx, this shows us the document with its original formatting
intact. In Open Office, we can now look at File, Properties, and confirm the following descriptive
metadata are intact (some of these we will revisit when we look at significant properties):
Title
Subject
Keywords
Comments
Company Name
Number of pages
Number of tables
Number of graphics
Number of OLE objects
Number of paragraphs
Number of words
Number of characters
Number of lines
Size
Date of creation / created by who
Date of modification / modified by who
One missing property is a discrete ‘Author’ field in the OO version.

3.2.3.2 PDFs
Xena Viewer has its own Adobe-like viewer for PDFs. When we look at the Document Properties for a
normalised PDF, we obtain the following descriptive metadata:
File size
Page count
Title
Author
Creator (i.e. software that created the file)
Producer (i.e. software that created the file)
Date of creation
Date of modification
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3.2.3.3 Images
There may not be much need for extensive descriptive metadata for individual images, whose value
as records does not depend on the same level of detailed description as might be expected in a digital
repository of photographs or digitised paintings, for example. We looked at the converted images
using a free EXIF viewer tool and found that the date values (creation and modification) are intact in
the normalised object.

3.2.3.4 Emails
For emails, the AIP will either be a standard Xena normalised object or a binary Xena object. Broadly,
the former can export to an XML version and the latter can export back to its native format (.msg file).
We’re always guaranteed to get a minimum of descriptive metadata whichever transformation we
enact. This would be:
Title
Author
Recipient
Date
Included as Appendix 3 is our table of analysis of descriptive metadata and significant properties.
Included as Appendix 4 is the Record Manager's assessment on the look and feel of the
transformations, including his comments on whether a reasonable amount of metadata is intact.

3.2.4 Significant Properties
Significant properties are properties of digital objects or files which are considered to be essential for
their interpretation, rendering or meaningful access. One of the aims of digital preservation is to make
sure we don’t lose or corrupt these properties through our preservation actions, especially migration.
For this particular project, we wanted to be assured that a Xena normalisation has not affected the
significant properties of our electronic records.
Much has been written on this complex subject. Significant properties are to do with preserving the
“performance” and continued behaviour of an object; they aren’t the same thing as the technical
metadata we’ve already assessed, nor the same as descriptive metadata. For more information, see
The InSPECT project 2 , which is where we obtained advice about significant property elements for
various file formats and digital object types.
However, the guidance we used for significant properties of document types was Document
Metadata: Document Technical Metadata for Digital Preservation, Florida Digital Archive and Harvard
University Library, 2009.

2

http://www.significantproperties.org.uk
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To summarise it, Florida and Harvard suggest we should be interested in system counts of pages,
words, paragraphs, lines and characters in the text; use of embedded tables and graphics; the
language of the document; the use of embedded fonts; and any special features in the document.
When normalising MS Office documents to Open Office, the Xena process produces a block of code
within the AIP wrapper. We assume the significant properties of the documents are contained
somewhere in that block of code. But we can’t actually view them using the Xena viewer.
We can however view the properties if we look at the end of the chain of digital preservation, and go
to the DIP. For documents, the Open Office rendering of a Xena AIP has already been shown to have
retained many of the significant properties of the original MS Word file. The properties are visible in
Open Office, via File, Properties, Statistics:

For our project, we could launch the Open Office normalisation and use the Open Office feature, a
button which can turn any of its products into a PDF. We could use the taskbar button to do this, but it
would be preferable to use File, Export as PDF. (See screenshot below.) This provides the option to
select PDF/A-1a, an archival PDF format; and lossless compression for any images in the document.
Both of those options will give us more confidence in producing an object that is more authentic and
can be preserved long-term.

This experiment yields a PDF with the following significant properties about the embedded fonts:
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These are the Document Property fields which Adobe supports.
The above demonstrates how, in the chain of transformation from MS Word > Xena AIP > Open
Office equivalent > Exported PDF, these significant properties may not be viewable all in one place,
but they do survive the normalisation process.

3.2.5 Emails in Xena
We have included this section as it is generally perceived that emails are among the most challenging
formats, for both records management and digital preservation. Unfortunately our findings are not
conclusive.
We examined how emails are rendered as Xena transformations. Xena doesn’t expect the user to
normalise individual .msg files, as we have done in our project, but instead convert entire Outlook
PST files using the readpst plugin. Nevertheless we still obtained some useable results with the 23
message files in our test corpus, by running the standard normalisation action.
In our test corpus, the emails generally worked well. Almost all of them had an image file attached to
the message – a way of the writer identifying their parent organisation. Two test emails had
attachments (one a PDF, one a spreadsheet). Four of them contained a copy of an e-Newsletter,
content which for some reason we can’t open in the Xena viewer.
When we open a normalised email in the Xena Viewer, we can see the following as shown in the
screenshot below:
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The text of the email message in the large Package NAA window.
Above this, a smaller window with metadata from the message header.
Below, a window displaying the technical metadata about the rendition.
Below the large window on the left, a small window which is like a mini-viewer for all attachments.
To the right of this window is technical metadata about each attachment.
Right at the bottom, a window showing the technical metadata about the entire package. Even
from this view, it’s clear that Xena is managing an email as separate objects, each with their own
small wrapper, within a larger wrapper.

The immediate problem we found here was truncation of the message in the large window. This is
being caused by a character rendering issue, and the content isn’t actually lost, as we’ll see when we
look at another view.
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In the Raw XML view (above image), we can see the XML namespaces being used for preservation of
metadata from the email header (http://preservation.naa.gov.au/email/1.0) and a plaintext namespace
(http://preservation.naa.gov.au/plaintext/1.0) for the email text.
If we copy the email text from here into a Notepad file, we can see the problem causing the truncation.
Something in the system doesn’t like inverted commas. The tag plaintext:bad_char
xml:space=”preserve” tells us something is wrong.
In the XML Tree View (image below) we can also see the email being managed as a Header and
Parts.
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3.2.5.1 Exporting from Xena
Clicking the Export button for an email object does the following:




Puts the message into XML. It can now open in a browser and appears reasonably well
formatted.
Creates an XSL stylesheet – probably this is what formats the message correctly
Detaches the attachment and stores it in an OO equivalent, or its native format.

For a single email with a small image footer and a PDF attachment, we create the following four
objects:





Message rendered in XML
XSL stylesheet
One image file
One PDF file

When opened in a browser, the XML message file also contains hyperlinks to its own attachments,
which has some potential use for records management purposes (provided these links can be
managed and maintained properly).
Unfortunately this XML rendition still has the bad_char problem. It would be possible to open this XML
file in UltraEdit and do a find and replace action, but editing a file like this undermines the authenticity
of the record, and completely goes against the grain for records managers and archivists.
The second option we have for .msg files is to normalise them using Xena’s Binary Normalisation
method instead. This creates something that can’t be read at all in the Xena Viewer, but when
exported, this binary object converts back into an exact original copy of the email in .msg format, with
no truncation or other rendering problems. Attachments are intact too. It creates the same technical
metadata, as expected.
We’ve also tried the PST method, which works using the readpst plugin that comes with Xena. The
normalisation process produces a Xena digital object for every single email in the PST, and a PST
directory also. When exported, we get the XML rendition and stylesheet also.
PROs and CONs associated with the PST method:
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PRO1 – no truncation of the message.
PRO2 – lots of useable metadata is created.
CON1 – file names of the XML renditions are not meaningful. Each email becomes a numbered item
in an mbox folder.
CON2 – attachments simply don’t work in this process.
CON3 – PST files are not really managed records 3 .

3

In fact the Records Manager's initial reaction to this was “If I could ban .pst files I would as I think
they are a bit of a nightmare for records management (and data management generally). I could see
the value of this in the case of archiving an email account of a senior employee (such as the VC) or
eminent academic member of staff but I think it would be impractical for staff, especially as .pst files
are often used as a ‘dump’ when inboxes get full.”
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3.3 How did you go about achieving your outputs / outcomes?
3.3.1 Environment
It was a given of the project that we would create our test environment on our own desktops, with no
special requirements from IT support other than the standard provision of a Windows environment.
The extent of the project's technical development was in the team testing and using these tools in
parallel with each other, an approach which required no development input. There was no intention to
create scripts that would "chain" the tools together, automate or streamline the workflow, or this would
have become more like a repository project. The impact of this no-automation approach is discussed
in the conclusions section below.

3.3.2 Open source tools
The following tools were tested.
Name
DROID (Digital Record
Object Identification)

Function
Automatically profiles file
formats.

Site
http://sourceforge.net/projects/droid/ and
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/informationmanagement/our-services/dc-file-profilingtool.htm

Xena (XML Electronic
Normalising for
Archives)
JHOVE

Converts digital objects
into open formats for
preservation.
Performs format-specific
identification, validation,
and characterization of
digital objects.
Extracts preservation
metadata from file
formats
Bundle of applications
which support the goal of
digital preservation.

http://sourceforge.net/projects/xena/ or
http://xena.sourceforge.net/

NZ Metadata Extraction
Tool
The Digital Preservation
Software Platform

http://sourceforge.net/projects/jhove/ and
http://hul.harvard.edu/jhove/

http://meta-extractor.sourceforge.net/

http://sourceforge.net/projects/dpsp/

All of these tools arrive with their own User Manuals, and the websites above give more information
about their use.
We downloaded and installed these onto our own desktops. Users who wish to experiment with these
tools will want to be aware of the following (mostly trivial) matters we found, regarding installation:




Neither of us had administrator rights, so we had to put in a call to IT Helpdesk to run the .exe
files, even though we could download the installation packages ourselves from SourceForge.
Xena requires an Open Office installation. This in turn requires a Java environment, and Java
updates. Open Office is integral to the way Xena performs, and was also integral to the success of
our project.
JHOVE also requires a Java runtime environment.

3.3.3 Test corpus
The Records Manager provided a corpus of test documents we could work on. They were of course
copies and not original electronic documents.
Type of record

Format

Characteristics
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Written procedures
Collegiate Council Minutes
Organisation Charts
Emails (FOI requests)

MS Word .doc
PDF
PDF
MS Outlook .msg

Intranet Statistics
Training modules
University logos

MS Excel .xls
MS PowerPoint .ppt
JPEG

Text with some hyperlinks
Text
Diagrams
Emails with links, images and
attachments
Tables
Text, images, animation
Image

These represent a good proportion of the most commonly-used file formats by UoL staff. Most of
these are relatively simple and stable file formats.
The test corpus originally considered including HTML and MPG files, but both were excluded from the
final list. No current records were found in the form of audio files, although Xena is capable of
normalising audio.
Our transformation experiments on the corpus were carried out separately, on our respective
desktops.
We regarded this test corpus as what our SIPs would look like if this workflow ever went live. In that
scenario, these SIPs would be submitted to a reserved part of a managed network drive by the
document owner (or an advanced user), where they could be accessed by the Records Manager.

3.3.4 Evaluation criteria
To evaluate the tools in a methodical way, we drew up evaluation sheets for each digital object type.
For each type, the technical metadata is the same; the descriptive metadata and significant properties
vary depending on the type of record or file format. This table for Documents gives the outline of our
core acceptance criteria:
Element
Definition

Descriptive
metadata

original author

title

date of creation

date last
modified

keywords

comments

Technical metadata

Significant properties
























objectIdentifierValue
objectCategory
size
formatName
formatVersion
CreatingApplicationName
CreatingApplicationVersion
MessageDigestAlgorithm
MessageDigest

PageCount
WordCount
CharacterCount
ParagraphCount
LineCount
TableCount
GraphicsCount
Language
Fonts
FontName
IsEmbedded
Features

The full set of evaluation criteria for all record types are attached as Appendix 2.
For the technical metadata elements, we reused the AHDS minimum PREMIS requirements 4 as a
starting point. The thinking was that we were interested chiefly in object characteristics, so we did not
concern ourselves with Events, Agents, or Rights metadata (which are all strong PREMIS 5 features)
because building a digital repository was not in scope for this project.

4

Knight, Gareth. A minimal preservation metadata element set for the SHERPA DP Project, AHDS
2006.
5
PREMIS Data Dictionary for Preservation Metadata version 2.0, March 2008.
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All the Significant Properties elements are taken from the InSPECT project outputs 6 , except for the
Documents set which is taken from the Florida Digital Archive report by Carol Chou 7 .
Our criteria for assessing successful conversions was inspired by Clausen’s work on Handling File
Formats 8 .
The Records Manager also had his own intuitive set of criteria for assessing the look and feel of
converted documents. (See Appendix 4)
The above amounts to a set of criteria that conforms to existing literature, and can work for assessing
the value of tools, and the converted outputs, which can be easily marked and scored.
We were also informed by the experiments carried out by Lisa Gregory at the State Library of North
Carolina in 2010 9 . Like us, she had an interest in looking at destination file formats for migration
actions, and in mapping the results of these migrations. She "identified characteristics of the original
file format and then determined which significant properties she hoped to retain after migration." Her
range of tools was different, but she had similar criteria for choosing her tools, and carried out her
experiments in a methodical fashion.

6

http://www.significantproperties.org.uk/
Chou, Carol C.H. and Goethals, Andrea. Document Metadata: document technical metadata for
digital preservation. Florida Digital Archive / Harvard University Library, 24 March 2009.
8
Clausen, Lars R. Handling File Formats. Denmark, The State and University Library, May 2004.
9
Gregory, Lisa. The “M” Word: What Works and What Doesn’t in File Format Migration. State Library
of North Carolina, 2010.
7
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3.4 What did you learn?
In this section we note some of our experiences of working with the tools.

3.4.1 DROID
The Records Manager found this downloading this tool very simple to do and very intuitive to use.
The functionality of DROID that stood out for the Records Manager was the analysis and reporting
that it could produce. Fundamental to any conception of the business case for electronic records
management is the amount of resource spent on storage and back-up of large, unstructured shared
drives. Whilst it is possible to use simple ‘search’ analysis in Windows Explorer to assess the content
of shared drives, the DROID tool did this reporting quicker, and was able to produce the results as a
CSV download that allowed for analysis.
The possibility for producing accurate metrics about drive use and incidence of file formats to help
support a business case is therefore much enhanced with DROID.
We also tested DROID to run regular reports on a structured, organised File Servers repository. One
of the challenges of a ‘file servers/existing tools’ approach to electronic records management is the
analysis and reporting that can be produced. DROID allows a simple manual process, taking a few
minutes at most, that could provide a regular ‘snapshot’ to map the development, growth and
reduction of an electronic repository over time. This is demonstrated in more detail in scenarios 2 and
3 of the Records management workflows.
DROID therefore was an immediate help and has the potential to be a valuable tool for records
managers.
The use of DROID for preservation purposes has already been described.

3.4.2 Xena
According to its website, http://xena.sourceforge.net/index.php Xena (Xml Electronic Normalising for
Archives) is a tool intended to “aid in the long term preservation of digital records”. The tool was
developed by the National Archives of Australia.
The Records Manager found Xena was quite easy to use. It follows the OAIS model by converting the
document into a preservable digital object, a process which it calls "normalisation". Content can be
viewed through the Xena viewer application, but to make it more widely available you can publish the
object. Xena does this by converting a document to its nearest Open Office equivalent, from which it
is possible to create a PDF.
The use of Xena for preservation purposes has already been described.

3.4.3 Digital Preservation Software Platform
The Digital Archivist tested the Digital Preservation Software Platform (DPSP). The process has
suggested this toolkit wasn’t quite right for our project, but that’s not intended as a criticism of the
system, which has many strengths.
The heart of DPSP is performing the normalisation of office documents to their nearest Open Office
equivalent, using Xena. Around this process, it builds a workflow that enables automated generation
of checksums, the quarantining of ingested records, virus checking, and the deposit of converted
records into an archival repository. It also generates a “manifest” file (not far apart from what an
archivist or records manager would recognise as a transfer list), and logs all of these steps in its
database.
The workflow is one that clearly suits The National Archives of Australia (NAA) and matches their
practice, which involves thorough checking and QA to move objects in and out of quarantine, in and
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out of a normalisation stage, and finally into the repository. All of these steps require the generation of
Unique IDs and folder destinations used as "staging posts", which probably match an accessioning or
citation system at NAA. Our project found there’s no workaround for this, and in our experiment we
simply had to invent dummy IDs and folders.
The steps also oblige a user to log out of the database, and log back in so as to perform a different
action on the objects; this is required three times. This process is undoubtedly correct for a National
Archives and in that situation one would expect such a high degree of security and audit-trailing. But it
was too thorough for what we’re trying to demonstrate with the current project, our preservation policy
is not yet this advanced, and there aren’t enough different staff members to cover all the functions. To
put it another way, Future Proofing is trying to find a simple system that would enable one person (the
records manager) to perform normalisations, and in that light DPSP could be seen as “overkill”.
A second concern is that multiple sets of AIPs are generated by DPSP. Presumably the intention is
that the verified AIPs which end up in the repository will be the archive copies, and anything
generated in the quarantine and transformation stages can be discarded eventually. However, this is
not made explicit in the workflow, neither is the removal of such copies described in the manual.
The gain with using DPSP is that checksums and virus checks are built into the workflow, and
complete audit trails also; using our method of “manual” transformations with Xena we have none of
the above, although we do obtain checksums if we use DROID.
Overall we found the DPSP workflow a little clunky and time-consuming, and somewhat counterintuitive in navigating through the stages.

3.4.4 JHOVE
In our tests JHOVE was used to extract technical metadata from objects.
JHOVE produced a considerable amount of technical metadata, but only for certain file formats. It
performs less well for document-like digital objects, which are mainly in scope of this project. It was
disappointing that it does not identify the name of the creating software for an object.
In experiments, it was possible to load an entire directory of multiple objects as a URL. This allows
JHOVE to run its analysis as a single action. We used Select Module (Any) setting in JHOVE. The
output is a single file of XML.
In our Word Documents test:





JHOVE identified all files as bytestream
JHOVE identified all mime types as application/octet-stream
Status for all 17 documents was Well-Formed and valid
JHOVE reported on file size and date of last modification.

JHOVE is fairly easy to use, but hard to install. It involves manually editing one of the config files to
set up paths that are local to the user in order to get the program to run. It is expected to run as a
command line program, but fortunately for naïve users, there is a GUI interface, which requires Java.
We devised a shortcut by putting JhoveView.jar on the Desktop to launch the program.
The program performs its analysis very quickly, but it wasn't immediately obvious what to do with the
pop-up window that appears after analysis has completed. After trial and error, we found you need to
click File, Save As and this will enable one to save the XML output from JHOVE, storing it as needed
as technical metadata.

3.4.5 Metadata Extraction Tool
In our tests Metadata Extraction Tool was also used to extract technical metadata from objects.
The tool was easy to install and has a good Windows interface. It is very easy to navigate to local
folders, add objects, and perform an extraction action, which it calls "Harvesting". It is necessary to
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spend some time configuring the tool to set up destination folders for storing the outputs. The tool is
also capable of running scheduled conversions, so it could presumably be left running overnight to
process a large collection of objects.
It has two basic modes of extraction, one using the NZLZ Data Dictionary, and the other using Extract
in Native Form.
It is possible to add objects as a "simple" or a "complex" object. After performing some experiments
with it, we are still not clear on the difference between these.
In our Word Documents test:
We loaded the directory of 17 objects as a new "simple object" and ran the extraction action. The
output was 17 files of XML.
Metadata (other than that noted in our Technical Metadata report) includes some metadata about the
operating environment:






Date and timestamps for the metadata extraction operation
HardwareEnvironment
SoftwareEnvironment
Storage path, filename, file extension and size.
Separate metadata fields for date and time.

It also gave some potentially useful significant properties such as <CharacterSet> and
<MarkupLanguage>.
Some of the results were troubling, in particular the sometimes incorrect or confusing reports on
mimetype and Format, which were inconsistent with DROID results.
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3.5 Immediate Impact
Having assured ourselves the tools would work and deliver tangible results, we wanted to devise
some plausible workflows that would potentially work for records management and preservation
purposes in our Institution. These workflows are just blueprints, but they incorporate the tools directly
in the chain of actions. It ought to be stressed they are very "manual" processes.

3.5.1 Records management workflows
The following RM workflows show how the open source tools and preservation techniques that the
project has tested and explored could fit into a wider process for the effective management of
electronic records.
For complete success, the approach relies on:





adapting the available functionality of a well-managed file server system
training and relationship building with relevant staff by the records manager
the identification of sets or classes of electronic records held on shared drives that need to be
captured and managed in a structured way
a commitment to transform use of the ’shared drive’ from a long-term, unstructured collection of
documents of varying relevance and quality to a temporary, collaborative area with strict controls
on size and data retention

3.5.1.1 Scenario 1: Migrating electronic records for storage and preservation
Scenario 1 shows how electronic records would be routinely uploaded to the ‘electronic records store’
– essentially a closed access shared drive.
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1. A typical departmental shared drive is a mix of draft documents, discarded files and important
records. Over a period of years these drives often take up a huge amount of disk space.
2. Each department will have an ‘advanced user’, probably a senior administrative role, who will be
trained by the records manager to identify appropriate electronic records on the shared drive. Ideally
these will be stored in an organised way during their period of ‘current’ usage.
3. Each ‘advanced user’ will make a transfer of the selected electronic records to an ‘upload area’ of
the electronic records store. This is a folder to which they have read / write access. They do not have
access to the full records store. Each upload will be accompanied by a ‘transfer sheet’ which provides
an auditable record of the movement of records.
4. The Records Manager, on receiving the transfer sheet, moves the records to the appropriate place
in the functional filing structure of the records store. This is annotated to the ‘transfer sheet’ provided
by the ‘advanced user’.
5. The Records Manager identifies records with long-term retention requirements (everything that is
required to be kept beyond 5-7 years). These are converted into preservable Xena ‘objects’.

3.5.1.2 Scenario 2 – Managing the records store over time
Scenario 2 shows how DROID would be used to augment file servers functionality in providing reports
of what records are held in the electronic record store.
1. The records manager files the records into a functional filing structure.
2. The Records Manager runs DROID against the Records Store periodically (every month) to
produce an auditable ‘log / catalogue’ over time of the development and growth of the repository.
These reports are stored with permanent retention.
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3.5.1.3 Scenario 3: Destroying records
1. Records submitted reach their ‘Review’ or ‘Destruction’ date. Records Manager contacts
Department to authorise destruction.
2. Department head authorises destruction and the record of that authorisation is captured.
3. The records intended for destruction are moved by the Records Manager to the ‘Disposal Area’ of
the Records Store. This places the act of deletion outside of the main records store and identifies the
intervention – the movement of files – as part of an auditable destruction process.
4. DROID is run against the disposal area to create a ‘disposal log’ before deletion.
5. Records manager deletes the files.
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3.5.1.4 Scenario 4: Making available the ‘preserved’ files to staff or public
The ability to make available electronic records is a key part of the OAIS ‘Open Archival Information
System’ approach. It also has important implications for meeting legal obligations such as Freedom of
Information requests. This scenario implies some form of software than converts the output to a
format such as PDF/A. In making available word documents through XENA this would require a step
where the XENA object is ‘normalised’ to OpenOffice and then converted to a PDF accessible format.
In the ‘selfserve’ diagram a web interface or ‘front end’ for XENA would be required.
Mediated
1. Request for information, internally from staff or via Freedom of Information request.
2. Records manager identifies preserved object and creates accessible version (OAIS Manager –
Consumer).
3. Record copy provided to consumer / requester. Audit trail of request created.
Self-Serve
1. User browses online catalogue or preserved electronic documents.
2. User selects document and, if document is for public disclosure, downloads.
3. Records Manager captures audit trails of popular searches and downloads.
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3.5.2 A preservation workflow
This potential preservation workflow is completely hypothetical since UoL does not yet have a
dedicated digital preservation service, but it examines whether these tools can succeed in creating
preservable objects with sufficient technical metadata to ensure long-term continuity.
To put this workflow in a credible context, we applied certain aspects of the OAIS Ingest function (see
image below). When referring to specific events in the OAIS function, these appear in italics and in
round brackets, for example (Receive Submission).

3.5.2.1 Ingest
The records to be preserved would arrive as Submission Information Packages (SIP). As a first step
we would want to ingest selected records (Receive Submission) into the digital archive repository. In
our hypothetical scenario, this would probably be done by the records manager (much the same way
he transfers records of permanent value to the University archivist). If UoL had a dedicated digital
archivist, all we would need is an agreed methodology between that person and the records manager,
for example a web-based front end like Dropbox that allows us to move the files from one place to
another, with metadata and other documentation.

3.5.2.2 Validation
At a bare minimum, the archive service would want to run the following steps (Quality Assurance) on
the submitted records:




Fixity
Virus check
Confirm submission formats can be supported in the repository

DROID can perform some of these steps with its built-in checksum, and the way it identifies formats
by comparing them with the online registry PRONOM. If used at UoL, this action would need to align
itself with a written preservation policy of some sort. At the moment our process lacks a virus checker,
but it would not be unfeasible to use an open source virus checker such as Avast. This is one step
where the DPSP performs better, with its built-in virus check and quarantine stage.
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Next, we might want to validate the formats in more detail, since DROID doesn’t look at the signature
of the file formats. This is where JHOVE proves valuable, although the limitations of that tool with
regard to Office documents have already been noted.

3.5.2.3 Transformation
The next step is to normalise the records (Generate AIP) using Xena. This action is as close as we
get to migration in our repository and the actions of Xena have already been described.
These steps create a “bundle” of objects:
1. The DROID report in CSV format
2. The JHOVE output in XML format
3. The normalised Xena object in .xena format
For our purposes, this bundle represents the archival copy which in OAIS terms is an Archival
Information Package (AIP). The DROID and JHOVE files are our technical metadata, while the actual
data we want to keep is in the Xena file.

3.5.2.4 Move to archive
Step four would be to move this AIP bundle into archival storage (Storage Request), keeping the
“original” submissions in another location in the managed store.

3.5.2.5 Access

A fifth step would be to re-render the Xena objects as dissemination copies, as needed when
requested by a member of staff (Consumer) who wanted to have access to a preserved record. For
this, we would take the Xena object out of Archival Storage (AIP request) and open it using the Xena
viewer, to create a Dissemination Information Package (DIP) version by clicking the OpenOffice
button to produce a readable document. (As noted previously, we can also make this OO version into
a PDF).
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This access step (Generate DIP) creates yet more digital objects. In fact in the test results for the 12
spreadsheets in our test corpus, we created the following items in our bundle:






One DROID file which analysed all 12 spreadsheets – in CSV
One JHOVE file which analysed all 12 spreadsheets – in XML
12 normalised Xena objects – in Xena
A test Open Office rendition of one the spreadsheets in ODS
A PDF rendering of that OO version

In a live scenario we certainly wouldn’t want to keep all of these objects in the same place; the
archival files must be stored separately from the dissemination versions.

3.5.2.6 Checking
Many of the above stages present opportunities for a checksum script to be run, to ensure that the
objects have not been corrupted in the processes of transformation and moving them in and out of the
archival store. If we wanted to go further with checking, we would re-validate the files using JHOVE.
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4

Conclusions

4.1 OAIS in the background
Among other standards, the project was informed by the OAIS standard for a digital archive 10 . Since
the project was not setting out to build a digital repository or create a complete digital preservation
scenario, we decided to cherry-pick aspects of the OAIS model which were most relevant to our
needs. For this project, the most prominent OAIS aspects are:




The Information Packages: SIP, AIP and DIP.
The Actors: Producer, Management, and Consumer.
The Ingest and Access functions (some of them)

Our scenarios interpreted information packages like this:
Submission Information Package (SIP) = core business records of the University created in
digital form, along with metadata about their creation.
Archival Information Package (AIP) = a transformed version of that record, and metadata
about its transformation, created with an intention to preserve it long-term.
Dissemination Information Package (DIP) = a rendition of the AIP which could be used and
re-used by University staff for as long as there is a business need / legal requirement.
Actors are:
Producers = any member of UoL staff who creates a digital record.
Management = a combination of a records management / digital preservation approach to
storage, preservation, and retrieval.
Consumer = any member of staff who consults a preserved digital record.
For our application of the OAIS Functions, see the proposed preservation workflow (4.2).
As Kit Good observed, the workflow in the OAIS model is not far apart from the old style paper
records store method for managing records. The records manager receives the closed files (SIPs)
and stores them safely and securely (as AIPs). When a record is required we are asked by the
department for a specific box or file. We then make it available (as a DIP).

From the project's start, the team considered that there should be no separation between the drivers
for business requirements and those for long-term preservation. The OAIS approach should be made
to work in an internal business context.

10

Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems, Reference Model for an Open Archival
Information System (OAIS), CCSDS 2002.
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4.2 Will this process work for records management?
Not completely, but it could address some of the immediate business risks. The Records Manager
has found that most of the information now created in the University is ‘born digital’. He sees this as a
potential business risk; staff can create documents in file formats that have much shorter life spans
than paper. There is a need to mitigate the risk that these files become unreadable.
Buying an EDRMS is a huge cost for an organisation in terms of licences, implementation, change
management and training. Is there a way that electronic records can be effectively managed and
preserved without this cost? Our project's test environment clearly shows we can convert many
common Office files into preservable formats. From our work, it seems there is little question that
these objects will prove to be fit-for-purpose as university records, but clearly there is a lot more work
to be done.
The OAIS workflow is being replicated in several ways in current records management approaches.
Organisations move their paper files to offsite storage, then provide a ‘scan on demand’ approach
when a file is requested. The offsite store would provide a scanned copy and email it to the requesting
department. This is an effective way of sidestepping a massive digitisation project – a digital ‘copy’ is
provided when required, the mass of original paper retained in a low-cost storage environment.
In an ideal scenario, electronic records would be submitted or ‘declared’ to the records management
team and stored. Those records with long-term retention needs would be identified and converted into
preservable formats. On demand, the records would be made available through conversion to a
common, shared format - for example a print to PDF facility. The audit trail of access is inherent in the
very record produced.
The benefit of this would be ‘future proofed’ electronic documents managed and made available at a
reasonable cost over decades.
The concept of a set of safely preserved documents of which copies can be created when required is
quite a departure from the idea of an EDRMS master repository of documents which a user can
search. Could a user – a member of staff or a member of the public – search a catalogue of document
titles and keywords rather than the documents themselves? This might be impractical for ‘short
retention / regularly accessed’ types of records. But it could be ideal for permanent retention
documents (such as governance minutes, regulations, strategies) that cover both bases as valuable
administrative records and documents of archival or public interest.

4.2.1 Challenges / Risks
1) There is an assumption that Xena and DROID will continue to be supported and relevant in years
to come. That they are products of National Archives programmes does suggest a longevity that
means the software is worth using for long-term preservation. Would the Open Office output of Xena
run more of a risk of obsolescence than the Xena objects?
2) The use of these tools requires a lot of manual work for the records manager – running reports,
converting documents etc. – which can be automated by the use of an EDRMS system. However, you
could argue that this sort of work was a key part of past – and still persisting – paper records
management processes. Additionally, an EDRMS brings, alongside significant costs, a host of system
administrator and training overheads which would be sidestepped by this sort of approach.

4.3 Will this process work for digital preservation?
Our project have demonstrated that we can create preservable normalised objects with Xena, and
also extract most of the technical metadata we would need for curation purposes. These
transformation processes do not damage the descriptive metadata, and significant properties survive
intact. At one level, the answer is Yes.
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On the other hand, as credible as our preservation workflow may appear, there remain quite a few
preservation gaps with this bare-bones toolkit. They are described below.

4.3.1 Metadata not integrated with objects
The technical metadata outputs from DROID and JHOVE are stored “loose”, not tightly fused with the
object they actually relate to. To put it another way, the processes described above have involved
running several separate actions on the object that is the target for preservation. It has also created
several separate outputs, which have landed in several different destinations on the PC.
We could manually move everything into a “bundle” as suggested above, but this is extra work and
feels a bit insecure and unreliable. For real success, we need a method (a database, perhaps) that
manages all the loose bits and pieces under a single UID, or other reliable retrieval method. Xena
does create such a UID for each of its objects – it’s visible there in the dc:identifier tag. So we may
stand a chance of using that element in future iterations of this work.
Another thing which may seem trivial, but JHOVE, DROID and Xena can do batch processing, and
Metadata Extraction Tool cannot. This results in a mismatch of outputs, and the outputs are created in
different formats.
There is also some duplication and variation among the detail of the technical metadata that has been
extracted from the objects.
Ideally we’d like the technical metadata to be embedded within a single wrapper, along with the object
itself. The Xena wrapper seems the most obvious place for this.

4.3.2 Manual, not automatic
All the steps described above are manual. Obviously if UoL were going to do this on a larger scale we
would want to devise means of automating the actions. This result is not surprising and it was known
in advance this would be the case before the project began, but it’s been useful to learn the extent to
which our workflows remain non joined-up.

4.3.3 Audit trail issue
Likewise, our audit trail for preservation actions is a bit distributed. Both DROID and JHOVE give us a
‘Last Modified’ date for each object processed, and Xena embeds naa:last-modified within the XML
output for each object, but ideally these dates ought to be retrievable by the preservation metadata
database and presented as a kind of linear chain of events. We’d also like to have a field identifying
what the process was that triggered the ‘Last Modified’ date.

4.3.4 Metadata management gap
How we manage the descriptive metadata in this process? In order to deliver a DIP to our consumer,
they would have to know the record exists and want to know something useful about it to enable them
to retrieve it. We have confirmed that descriptive metadata survives the Xena process, but how can
we expose it for our users? The answer would be a searchable front end to the putative archival store.
The records manager is proposing a structured file store for his records, so maybe we need to expand
on this approach and think about ways of delivering a descriptive archival catalogue for these assets.
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5

Implications for the future

For our own Institution, we think this project can be a starting point which will lead to the following
benefits (admittedly some of them will need to be scoped as subsequent projects):








The beginnings of a permanent record store
A standard UoL position on digital preservation
A holistic approach that works for many document/record types
Costs savings, as storage is reduced
Demonstrating the viability of an alternative approach to EDRM
Good for disaster recovery and business continuity - puts set of core documents into a more
portable safer place
Shared drives not abolished, just managed better

It is also conceivable that it will benefit those in the wider HFE community with similar problems. We
think there may be other records managers and archivist in HFE Institutions faced with the similar
problem of digital records to manage or preserve, who are thwarted by the lack of an EDRMS or
digital repository software and the seeming inability of their parent Institution to proceed. Our hope is
that this cheap and simple solution offers the potential to get useable results, and that through a
combination of this report and blog, the tools and their manuals, and a bit of imagination, you too can
start on the road to preservation.
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7

Appendices

7.1 Appendix 1: Technical Metadata Report
This table shows the output from three characterisation and extraction tools. Within the test corpus,
there were 12 distinct formats and versions.
Format: DOC
Element
PUID
File Type

JHOVE
N/A
bytestream

MetadataExtractor
N/A
N

N
N
application/octet-stream
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Well-formed and valid
N
N
Y
Y

Microsoft Word
Microsoft Office Word
application/ms-word
Y
doc
Y
Y
N
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y

JHOVE
N/A
bytestream

MetadataExtractor
N/A
N

Format Name
Format Version

DROID
fmt/189
File
Microsoft Office Open
XML
2007

N
N

mimetype
File size?
File extension?
Date of modification?
Time of modification?
Checksum?
Status
Hardware Environment
Software Environment
Storage path
File name

N
Y
docx
Y
Y
MD5
N/A
N
N
Y
Y

application/octet-stream
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Well-formed and valid
N
N
Y
Y

Open Office,
N
application/open-office1.x
Y
docx
Y
Y
N
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y

Format Name
Format Version
mimetype
File size?
File extension?
Date of modification?
Time of modification?
Checksum?
Status
Hardware Environment
Software Environment
Storage path
File name
Format: DOCX
Element
PUID
File Type

DROID
fmt/40
File
Microsoft Word for
Windows Document
97-2003
application/msword
Y
doc
Y
Y
MD5
N/A
N
N
Y
Y
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Format: XLS
Element
PUID
File Type

JHOVE
N/A
bytestream

MetadataExtractor
N/A
N

N
N
application/octet-stream
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Well-formed and valid
N
N
Y
Y

Microsoft Excel
4.1+
application/vnd.ms-excel
Y
xls
Y
Y
N
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y

JHOVE
N/A
bytestream

MetadataExtractor
N/A
N

Format Name
Format Version

DROID
fmt/214
File
Microsoft Excel for
Windows
2007

N
N

mimetype
File size?
File extension?
Date of modification?
Time of modification?
Checksum?
Status
Hardware Environment
Software Environment
Storage path
File name

N
Y
xls
Y
Y
MD5
N/A
N
N
Y
Y

application/octet-stream
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Well-formed and valid
N
N
Y
Y

Open Office,
N
application/open-office1.x
Y
xlsx
Y
Y
N
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y

Format Name
Format Version
mimetype
File size?
File extension?
Date of modification?
Time of modification?
Checksum?
Status
Hardware Environment
Software Environment
Storage path
File name
Format: XLSX
Element
PUID
File Type

DROID
fmt/61
File
Microsoft Excel 97
Workbook (xls)
8
application/vnd.ms-excel
Y
xls
Y
Y
MD5
N/A
N
N
Y
Y
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Format: PDF 1.3
Element
PUID
File Type

Format Name
Format Version
mimetype
File size?
File extension?
Date of modification?
Time of modification?
Checksum?
Status
Hardware Environment
Software Environment
Storage path
File name
Format: PDF 1.4
Element
PUID
File Type

Format Name
Format Version
mimetype
File size?
File extension?
Date of modification?
Time of modification?
Checksum?
Status
Hardware Environment
Software Environment
Storage path
File name

DROID
fmt/17
File
Acrobat PDF 1.3 Portable Document
Format
1.3
application/pdf
Y
pdf
Y
Y
MD5
N/A
N
N
Y
Y

DROID
fmt/18
File
Acrobat PDF 1.4 Portable Document
Format
1.4
application/pdf
Y
pdf
Y
Y
MD5
N/A
N
N
Y
Y

JHOVE
N/A
N

MetadataExtractor
N/A
N

PDF
1.3
application/pdf
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Well-formed and valid
N
N
Y
Y

Adobe PDF
1.3
application/pdf
Y
pdf
Y
Y
N
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y

JHOVE
N/A
N

MetadataExtractor
N/A
N

PDF
1.4
application/pdf
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Well-formed and valid
N
N
Y
Y

Adobe PDF
1.4
application/pdf
Y
pdf
Y
Y
N
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Format: PDF 1.5
Element
PUID
File Type

Format Name
Format Version
mimetype
File size?
File extension?
Date of modification?
Time of modification?
Checksum?
Status
Hardware Environment
Software Environment
Storage path
File name
Format: PPT
Element
PUID
File Type
Format Name
Format Version
mimetype
File size?
File extension?
Date of modification?
Time of modification?
Checksum?
Status
Hardware Environment
Software Environment
Storage path
File name

DROID
fmt/19
File
Acrobat PDF 1.5 Portable Document
Format
1.5
application/pdf
Y
pdf
Y
Y
MD5
N/A
N
N
Y
fmt/19

DROID
fmt/126
File
Microsoft Powerpoint
Presentation
97-2002
application/vnd.mspowerpoint
Y
ppt
Y
Y
MD5
N/A
N
N
Y
Y

JHOVE
N/A
N

MetadataExtractor
N/A
N

PDF
1.5
application/pdf
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Well-formed and valid
N
N
Y
N/A

Adobe PDF
1.5
application/pdf
Y
pdf
Y
Y
N
N/A
Y
Y
Y
N/A

JHOVE
N/A
bytestream

MetadataExtractor
N/A
N

N
N

Microsoft Power Point
6.0+
application/vnd.mspowerpoint
Y
ppt
Y
Y
N
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y

application/octet-stream
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Well-formed and valid
N
N
Y
Y
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Format: PPTX
Element
PUID
File Type

JHOVE
N/A
bytestream

MetadataExtractor
N/A
N

Format Name
Format Version

DROID
fmt/215
File
Microsoft Powerpoint for
Windows
2007

N
N

mimetype
File size?
File extension?
Date of modification?
Time of modification?
Checksum?
Status
Hardware Environment
Software Environment
Storage path
File name

N
Y
pptx
Y
Y
MD5
N/A
N
N
Y
Y

application/octet-stream
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Well-formed and valid
N
N
Y
Y

Open Office,
N
application/open-office1.x
Y
pptx
Y
Y
N
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y

DROID
x-fmt/430
File
Microsoft Outlook Email
Message
97-2003
N
Y
msg
Y
Y
MD5
N/A
N
N
Y
Y

JHOVE
N/A
bytestream

MetadataExtractor
N/A
N

N
N
application/octet-stream
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Well-formed and valid
N
N
Y
Y

N
N
file/unknown
Y
msg
Y
Y
N
N/A
Y
Y
N
Y

Format: MSG
Element
PUID
File Type
Format Name
Format Version
mimetype
File size?
File extension?
Date of modification?
Time of modification?
Checksum?
Status
Hardware Environment
Software Environment
Storage path
File name
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Format: Raw JPEG stream
Element
PUID
File Type
Format Name
Format Version
mimetype
File size?
File extension?
Date of modification?
Time of modification?
Checksum?
Status
Hardware Environment
Software Environment
Storage path
File name
Format: JPEG File
Interchange Format
Element
PUID
File Type
Format Name
Format Version
mimetype
File size?
File extension?
Date of modification?
Time of modification?
Checksum?
Status
Hardware Environment
Software Environment
Storage path
File name

DROID
fmt/41
File
Raw JPEG Stream
N
image/jpeg
Y
jpg
Y
Y
MD5
N/A
N
N
Y
Y

JHOVE
N/A
N
JPEG
N
image/jpeg
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Well-formed and valid
N
N
Y
Y

MetadataExtractor
N/A
N
JPEG
N
image/jpeg
Y
jpg
Y
Y
N
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y

DROID
fmt/43
File
JPEG File Interchange
Format
1.01
image/jpeg
Y
jpg
Y
Y
MD5
N/A
N
N
Y
Y

JHOVE
N/A
N

MetadataExtractor
N/A
N

JPEG
1.01
image/jpeg
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Well-formed and valid
N
N
Y
Y

JPEG
N
image/jpeg
Y
jpg
Y
Y
N
N/A
Y
Y
Y
Y
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7.2 Appendix 2: Evaluation Criteria
File type: Document or Document-Like Text
Includes MS Word documents, PDF
Stage 1: Characterisation
Tool: DROID
Expected results: positive ID on file format
Stage 2: Validation
Tool: JHOVE
Expected results: files deemed to be "valid and well-formed"
Stage 3: Checksum
Tool: Fastsum, or part of DPSP, XENA or JHOVE
Expected results: unique checksum generated
Stage 4: Metadata extraction
Tool: DROID, NZ Metadata Extractor and JHOVE
Expected results: as per table below
Element
Definition

Descriptive
metadata

original author

title

date of creation

date last
modified

keywords

comments

Technical metadata

Significant properties
























objectIdentifierValue
objectCategory
size
formatName
formatVersion
CreatingApplicationName
CreatingApplicationVersion
MessageDigestAlgorithm
MessageDigest

PageCount
WordCount
CharacterCount
ParagraphCount
LineCount
TableCount
GraphicsCount
Language
Fonts
FontName
IsEmbedded
Features

Stage 5: Conversion
Tool: DPSP or XENA
Expected results: as per table below
Note that the aspects are not necessarily in increasing order of complexity or quality, in particular the
functionality aspect may have little correlation with the other aspects.
Element

Readability

Comprehensibility

Presentation

Functionality

Definition

Text is
legible

Text with some
markup

All markup
and graphics
display
correctly

Links work
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File type: Spreadsheets
Metadata Extraction
Element
Descriptive
metadata
Definition

original author

title

date of creation

date last
modified

keywords

comments

Conversion
Element
Readability
Definition

Cell data
extract

Technical metadata










Significant properties

objectIdentifierValue
objectCategory
size
formatName
formatVersion
CreatingApplicationName
CreatingApplicationVersion
MessageDigestAlgorithm
MessageDigest

Comprehensibility

Presentation

Functionality

Cell data in correct
positions

Fonts
Colours
Sizes
Cell formats

Cell data
Formulas
Graphs
Charts
Cell locations
Nested
worksheets

Look and
Feel
Same
interface as
original

File type: Images
Metadata Extraction
Element
Descriptive
metadata
Definition

original author

title

date of creation

date last
modified

keywords

comments

Conversion
Element
Readability
Definition

Low
resolution

Technical metadata

Significant properties

















objectIdentifierValue
objectCategory
size
formatName
formatVersion
CreatingApplicationName
CreatingApplicationVersion
MessageDigestAlgorithm
MessageDigest

Comprehensibility

Presentation

Medium resolution

High
resolution
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compressionScheme
imageWidth
imageHeight
colorSpace
X sampling
frequency
Y sampling
frequency
Bits per sample
Samples per pixel

Functionality

Look and
Feel
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File type: Emails
Metadata extraction
Element
Descriptive
metadata
Definition

original author

title

date of creation

date last
modified

keywords

comments

Technical metadata

Significant properties











Agents

local-part

domain-part

domain-literal

display name

relationship

objectIdentifierValue
objectCategory
size
formatName
formatVersion
CreatingApplicationName
CreatingApplicationVersion
MessageDigestAlgorithm
MessageDigest

Transmission

MessageID

sent-date

received date

trace-field
Content and structure

Subject

Keywords if present

Attachments if
present

Message body and
markup

Conversion
Element
Readability
Definition

Text is
legible

Comprehensibility

Presentation

Functionality

Text with some
markup

All markup
and graphics
display
correctly

Links work
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File type: Presentations
Metadata extraction
Element
Descriptive
metadata
Definition 
original author

title

date of creation

date last
modified

keywords

comments

Conversion
Element
Readability
Definition

Text is
legible

Technical metadata

Significant properties























objectIdentifierValue
objectCategory
size
formatName
formatVersion
CreatingApplicationName
CreatingApplicationVersion
MessageDigestAlgorithm
MessageDigest

PageCount
WordCount
CharacterCount
ParagraphCount
LineCount
TableCount
GraphicsCount
Language
Fonts
FontName
IsEmbedded

Comprehensibility

Presentation

Functionality

Text with some
markup

All markup
and graphics
display
correctly

Links work
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7.3 Appendix 3: Report on Significant Properties and Technical
Metadata
This document reports on significant properties and whether they are present in the normalised
versions of files. In other words, have they survived the normalisation process?
Documents
Element

Significant
Properties
PageCount
WordCount
CharacterCount
ParagraphCount
LineCount
TableCount
GraphicsCount
Language
Fonts
FontName
IsEmbedded
Features
Descriptive
Metadata
original author
title
date of creation
date last modified
keywords
comments

ODT
Open
Office
Text

Where

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

File, Properties, Statistics
File, Properties, Statistics
File, Properties, Statistics
File, Properties, Statistics
File, Properties, Statistics
File, Properties, Statistics
File, Properties, Statistics
Tools, Options, Language
settings

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

File, Properties, General
File, Properties, Description
File, Properties, General
File, Properties, General
File, Properties, Description
File, Properties, Description

PDFs
Element

PDF

Where

Y

File, Document properties,
description

Significant
Properties
PageCount
WordCount
CharacterCount
ParagraphCount
LineCount
TableCount
GraphicsCount
Language
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Fonts
FontName
IsEmbedded
Features

Y
Y
Y

File, Document properties, Fonts
File, Document properties, Fonts
File, Document properties, Fonts

Descriptive
Metadata
original author

Y

title

Y

date of creation

Y

date last modified

Y

keywords

Y

comments

Y

File, Document properties,
description
File, Document properties,
description
File, Document properties,
description
File, Document properties,
description
File, Document properties,
description
File, Document properties,
description

Presentations
Element

Significant
Properties
PageCount
WordCount
CharacterCount
ParagraphCount
LineCount
TableCount
GraphicsCount
Language
Fonts
FontName
IsEmbedded
Features

ODP Open
Office
Presentation

Where

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Descriptive
Metadata
original author

Y

title
date of creation
date last modified

Y
Y
Y

keywords

Y

comments

Y

File, Properties, General
File, Properties,
Description
File, Properties, General
File, Properties, General
File, Properties,
Description
File, Properties,
Description

Spreadsheets
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Significant
Properties
Element

ODS Open Office
Spreadsheet
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Fonts
Colours
Sizes
Cell formats
Cell data
Formulas
Graphs
Charts
Cell locations
Nested worksheets

Descriptive Metadata
Element
original author
title
date of creation
date last modified
keywords
comments

ODS
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Where
File, Properties, General
File, Properties, Description
File, Properties, General
File, Properties, General
File, Properties, Description
File, Properties, Description

Images
Significant
Properties
Element
compressionScheme
imageWidth
imageHeight
colorSpace
X sampling
frequency
Y sampling
frequency
Bits per sample
Samples per pixel

Descriptive
Metadata
date of creation
date last modified

Normalised image
file
Y
Y
Y
Y

JHOVE
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Emails
Significant
Properties
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Element

Agents
local-part
domain-part
domain-literal
display name
relationship
Transmission
MessageID
sent-date
received date
trace-field
Content and structure
Subject
Keywords if present
Attachments if present
Message body and
markup
Descriptive Metadata
Title
Author
Recipient
Date

Normalised
Xena
object

Xena
object
exported
to XML

Binary
Xena
object

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

N
N
N
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
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7.4 Appendix 4: Look and Feel assessment
Documents
Element

Readability

Comprehensibility

Presentation

Functionality

Look and
Feel
Appearance
and quality
identical to
original

Definition

Text is
legible

Text with some
markup

All markup
and graphics
display
correctly

Links work

.doc

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Brief
description
of
document
Procedural
document, 7
pages, in
numbered
paragraphs
no images
Strategy
document,
22 pages,
images,
tables,
hyperlinks

File
type

.doc

Y

Y

N

Y

N

Collegiate
Council

.pdf

Y

Y

Y

N/A

Y
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Comments

Metadata
retained
Reasonable
metadata
retained

Metadata
comments

Y

Image appears
incorrectly on
front page, table
of contents does
not appear, some
images
compressed,
some images OK,
enhanced
windows metafile
images do not
display.
Indistinguishable
from the original.

Y

Created,
modified
and last
printed all
correct.

Y

All intact,
author,
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minutes,
PDF text,
one 'crest'
image
Governance
structure
chart from
University
Intranet
Email thread
regarding
the issue of
FOI
requests via
Twitter

created,
modified
etc.
.pdf

Y

Y

Y

N/A

Y

Indistinguishable
from the original.

Y

All intact,
author,
created,
modified
etc.
Title,
author,
recipient,
time of
email
retained.

.msg

N

N

N

N/A

N

Views as an XML
file. Much of text
is legible but
significant lines of
text lost.

Y

Comments

Metadata
retained
Reasonable
metadata
retained

Metadata
comments

Y

Created,
modified
present.

Spreadsheets
Element

Readability

Comprehensibility

Presentation

Functionality

Definition

Cell data
extract

Cell data in correct
positions

Fonts,
Colours,
Sizes, Cell
formats

Cell data,
formulas,
graphs,
charts, cell
locations,
nested
worksheets

Y

Y

Y

Y

Brief
description
of
document
Annual
University
web
statistics,
one tab

Look
and Feel
Same
interface
as
original

Comments on the
output /
Dissemination
Information
Packages/ DIP

File
type

.xls
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worksheet
of stats and
one tab
worksheet
of charts
FOI
response
spreadsheet
containing
funding
breakdown,
% formulas
and
hyperlink

.xls

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

obscure
presentation.
Cannot view at all
in XENA viewer
mode.
All features of the
file (except
metadata)
retained in this
conversion/export.

N

Images
Element

Readability

Comprehensibility

Presentation

Definition

Low
resolution

Medium resolution

High
resolution

Brief
description
of
document
Photo of
University
Records
Manager
used for
intranet
news item
University
logo

Comments

Metadata
retained
Reasonable
metadata
retained

Metadata
comments

File type

.jpg

Y

Accurate
reproduction.

N

Creation
date in the
Xena
viewer but
not in
export

.jpg

Y

Accurate
reproduction.

N

Creation
date in the
Xena
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Created
and
modified
not
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viewer but
not in
export
Presentations
Element

Readability

Comprehensibility

Presentation

Functionality

Definition

Text is
legible

Text with some
markup

All markup
and graphics
display
correctly

Links work

.ppt

Y

Y

N

.ppt

Y

Y

N

Brief
description
of
document
Records
management
presentation
to a project
management
community
of practice
group, with
animation
and images
Information
compliance
training, with
animation,
links and
images

Look and
Feel
Appearance
and quality
identical to
original

Comments

Metadata
retained
Reasonable
metadata
retained

Metadata
comments

N/A

N

Animation
works.
Some
images
compressed.

N

Created
and
modified
not
retained.

Y

Y

Most
animation
works, some
do not.
Essentially
the same
presentation
has survived
the
conversion.

Y

Retained
created,
modified,
title,
keywords

File
type
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Emails
Element

Readability

Comprehensibility

Presentation

Functionality

Definition

Text is
legible

Text with some
markup

All markup
and graphics
display
correctly

Links work

Look and
Feel
Appearance
and quality
identical to
original

Comments

Metadata
retained
Reasonable
metadata
retained

Metadata
comments

Views as an
XML file.
Much of
text is
legible but
significant
lines of text
lost.
Views as an
XML file.
Much of
text is
legible but
significant
lines of text
lost.
ERROR in
conversion.
'Could not
parse file.
Please
check that it
a valid

Y

Title,
author,
recipient,
time of
email
retained.

Y

Title,
author,
recipients,
time of
email
retained.

N

N

Brief
description
of
document
Email
thread
regarding
the issue of
FOI
requests
via Twitter

File
type

.msg

N

N

N

N/A

N

Email
thread
regarding
the issue of
FOI
requests
via Twitter

.msg

N

N

N

N/A

N

Email
thread
regarding
the issue of
FOI
requests
via Twitter

.msg

N

N

N

N

N
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Email with
no text but
a PDF
attachment

.msg

Y

N

N

N
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N

XENA file'
Attachment
opens
successfully

Y

Title,
author,
recipients,
time of
email
retained.

